Flynn defeats King in mayoral race
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If Flynn pledges while addressing his supporters that he will put together "the most accessible, the most hardworking, and the most dedicated administration in the city's history.

Both candidates ran a cordial, grassroots-oriented campaign that eschewed expensive television advertisements, but rather turned numerous face-to-face confrontations.

Flynn and King both emphasized neighborhood issues. They strongly advocated decentralizing power throughout the city and ran on themes that they would unite the city.

Several specific differences existed between them. King supported a 1 percent payroll tax on corporations within the city. Flynn opposed such a tax.

Flynn is expected to move quickly on several housing issues once he becomes mayor. He wants to reimpose full rent control in the city and to ban evictions of tenants from apartments that are to be converted to condominiums. Statements, however, issued by the 13 elected city councilors before the elections indicate that only 3 councilors support the ban on evictions and only 4 councilors support the imposition of full rent control.
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In class, he's just another face in the crowd. In "Heaven," the hottest dance club in town, he's the main attraction.
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